Predicting Depression Risk from Facial Video-Derived Heart Rate Estimates
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ABSTRACT

Common mental disorder is caused due to depression. Medical study shows that heart rate is linked to depression. Heart rate can give early warning of potential depression. Heart rate could predict the risk of depression. This link helps diagnosis and treatment of mental health issues like depression. Heart rate of healthy person is 60-85 beats per minute. When a person is depressed, his heart rate is not in normal range. Heart rate of depressed human being is increased beyond 85 beats per minute. Depression can be predicted with a 90% accuracy by analyzing a person’s heart rate. Using Eulerian Video Magnification algorithm, it is possible to calculate heart rate of person from facial video. Which gives benefit that no need of physical contact with the person. In the proposed research Heart rate is calculated from facial videos. Questionnaire is formed that contains 32 questions useful for depression assessment. Real time video dataset is collected while a questionnaire to the people of all age groups. Using Eulerian Video Magnification algorithm, facial video is amplified and heart rate is estimated. Based on range, dataset is labeled as depressed or not depressed. By applying machine learning algorithms like Decision Tree (DT), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random forest (RF), dataset is classified with accuracy ranging from 96% to 100%. The performance of this research work is 51% to 85.7% till date. This research gives more accurate model with new approach to predict risk of depression using heart rate estimated from facial videos.

1. INTRODUCTION

Predictive modeling means creating models that predicts behavior or any future event using statistics and machine learning algorithms. The crucial application area of it is healthcare in which it can predict the potential risk of certain condition or disease. As prediction is in early stage, by providing accurate treatment, patient health can be improved [1-3]. In healthcare, predictive modeling can identify patients at risk of developing certain diseases or conditions, predict the outcomes of medical interventions. Predictive modeling is applicable for mental healthcare also. Depression is one of the psychological diseases that takes control over brain.

Depression is a frightful feeling of sadness, emptiness, or inability. There is no clear reason for it. Person may feel under some pressure continuously. It is distinct from grief and other emotions. It may affect kids, adults and adolescents. It affects people of all age group.

Worldwide depression is the leading cause of disability, according to the World Health Organization (WHO). According to the survey of World Health Organization (WHO), depression is considered as common disorder affecting 3.8% population throughout the world. The economic loss caused due to it is $1 trillion.

As per medical field reports, depression risk can be identified by observing heart rate of person. In depression heart rate increases by 10 to 15 bits per minute (bpm). To estimate heart rate in clinics electrocardiogram (ECG) is used. The alternative is using smart health band to get heart rate. For both these, patient has to cooperate. Without physical contact with patient, it is possible to calculate heart rate using facial videos [4]. Hence in this research paper, an effort is made to estimate heart rate inputting facial videos using Eulerian Video Magnification (EVM) algorithm and estimated heart rate is used to predict [4] the risk of depression [4]. The machine learning (ML) algorithms like Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine and Random forest are used to predict the risk more accurately. The accuracy varies from 96.42 to 100%.

1.1 Motivation

Depression not only affects the person but it affects the people surrounding him. These people may include family members, relatives, neighbours, colleagues and many others in the society. The day-to-day life is affected because of depression. Mainly the risk of depression brings suicidal thought in the person mind. Depression can undermine a person’s relationships, make working and maintaining good health very difficult, and in severe cases, may lead to suicide.

As per WHO, the suicidal rate per 100K is as shown in the Figure 1. The graph indicates 21.6 to 72.4% people per 100K are attempting suicide worldwide which is serious issue.
Such depression if predicted at early stage then steps towards the diagnosis can be taken. Hence prediction plays vital role before diagnosis.

At present ECG is used to estimate heart rate of affected person. ECG needs physical contact of that person and complete cooperation from the person. If person does not cooperate then ECG may fail and give wrong estimation. Hence in the current study does not need physical contact of affected person. Using EVM algorithm, heart rate is estimated from facial videos.

1.2 EVM

Eulerian Video Magnification is the algorithm which inputs video and visualizes the variations in video or subtle color change by magnifying it (making it larger). Video means time series data which is processed by EVM. EVM estimates HR from variation in facial skin color that is caused due to blood circulation. The main function of heart is to push the blood to each and every part of the body including brain. While passing the blood to brain, it has to pass through facial vessels. As heart rate is affected, the blood circulation also affects. This changes color of facial skin. The change cannot be observed with naked eyes, hence need enlarged video. The enlarged video is the output of EVM algorithm. After magnification color changes caused due to heart rate become clearly visible.

Pulse of any person creates visual pattern which is difficult to catch with naked eye. If ordinary video is enlarged then the change in the color caused due to pulse, can be observed. This enlargement is achieved using Eulerian Video Magnification algorithm. The video magnification is carried out using following steps:

(1) Rigid translation:

\[ I(x, t) = f(x) + \delta(t) \]  

Consider a translating 1D image with intensity denoted by \( I(x, t) \) at position \( x \) and time \( t \). Because it is translating, we can express the image's intensities with a displacement function \( \delta(t) \).

(2) Relative to image structures, small translation is assumed.

Under the assumption that the displacement \( \delta(t) \) is small, we can approximate the first term with a first-order Taylor series expansion about \( x \), as

\[ I(x, t) = f(x) + \delta(t) (\sigma f(x) / \sigma x) \]  

(3) Temporally bandpassed signal is amplified-

A first-order Taylor expansion is valid, we can relate the previous equation to motion magnification

\[ I(x, t) = I(x, t) + (\alpha - 1) \beta [i(x, t)] \]  

The application of it is to extract heart rate from inputted video. As the heart is beating, the blood starts circulation including the face, which changes color. The color change is slight, like half gray-level. It is in a narrow band of temporal frequencies and smooth spatially. If we can perceive this change, effectively we can find heart rate of an individual.

According to medical experts [5, 6], heart rate of patients suffering from depression is about 10-15 beats per minute higher than healthy people [7]. Heart rate variability is predictive biomarker for depression as well as major depressive disorder [8-10]. There is also association between heart rate and blood pressure which can be used for prediction of mental disorders [11]. After calculating heart rate, if it goes beyond normal range (60-85 beats per minute), then dataset is labeled as depressed (1), otherwise it is not depressed (0). This labeled dataset is passed to machine learning algorithms and performance is observed. The comparative analysis is performed for proposed research work.

The section wise division of the paper is, Section II covers related work, Section III covers experimental part and Section IV compares this work with previous work while Section V concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK

The technological accomplishment of Machine Learning (ML) has paved the way in different application areas. The tasks which were impossible by human being few years ago are possible using ML by single click or voice command. Using ML algorithms healthcare can be managed better. The predictions outputted by ML algorithms make patient life easier. The predictions are perfectly applicable for mental healthcare also. One of such applications is predicting depression. Since decades most of the research has been carried out to predict the mental state of a person and to predict depression. It is possible to accomplish this by using multimedia input like image, video, audio and text.

However, most of the existing studies focus on textual data from social media. Few studies consider both text and image data. The depression means state of mental health is identified using different machine learning algorithms [12]. The application of machine learning to predict depression is reviewed by author. When previous literature is studied then it is observed that facial videos of a person are mostly used for emotion recognition application for displaying emotional states [13]. Face is considered as the index of mind to read emotions from face [14]. Emotions estimated from facial expressions plays role in non-verbal communication [7, 15]. These authors do not predict any disease using emotions.
Human behavior can be studied from captured videos as well to predict diseases like mental disorder [16, 17]. The authors are not applying recognized emotions in real time applications. Face recognition is used for authentication in Smart home, Smart door unlock and healthcare applications [18]. As facial expression changes, number of features to be extracted for emotion identification increases. Hence space and time requirement increase. Researchers has reduced dimensionality which saves space and time.

In addition to face, text classification can also be used to detect the risk of depression. Text may be written text, language used during speech or posts on social media. Using tweets posted during pandemic period depression is predicted [19]. During pandemic time when whole world was facing lockdown, people experienced depression. The reasons were health loss, job loss, relocation. Social media like Twitter was the medium to express their opinion. Text may also contain answers given to questionaries asked to patients [20].

In further research deep learning is used for predicting depression using facial expressions of video dataset [21]. Author has captured videos while affected people were watching movies. In some research facial videos are captured while watching different films [22]. Using these videos heart rate is estimated and using it person is classified as depressed or healthy [22]. It is possible to use the Facial Action Coding System for predicting depression, anxiety and stress levels [23]. Depression is associated with heart rate variability [24]. In previous work by using BAUM dataset and EVM algorithm, predicted heart rate is used to assess the risk of depression [24]. Author uses secondary dataset and estimates heart rate. Heart rate is used as input to predict mental state.

Till now dynamics of partial or full facial videos are used for emotion recognition, authentication, and healthcare with accuracy from 51% to 85.7%. In this research most accurate machine learning based model is obtained with accuracy of 100% using facial videos and estimated heart rate.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Data

The facial videos dataset is primary that is real time video dataset collected during interview. For depression assessment 32 different questionnaires are formed. These are asked to the people of all age group. Some of them cooperated to give answers while video was captured. But due to insecure feeling, some have rejected for video capturing. Nearly 400 people are interviewed and the dataset is formed.

3.2 Methodology

The input to the model is videos from the primary dataset. By using following 3 modules the calculations are done and heart rate is obtained. And it is used as feature for classification in machine learning algorithms.

In the proposed methodology, the modules used are:

1. Preprocessing module: This module reads the video and then uses Haar cascade function to select Region of Interest (ROI) from the video. The magnification process is carried out on selected ROI.
2. EVM: This module takes the input from pyramid module which generates Gaussian/Laplacian pyramids. Then uses Fast-Fourier transform (FFT) for temporal bandpass filter.
3. Heart rate module: From FFT results calculate heart rate.

3.3 Architecture

The architecture diagram of proposed model is as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The workflow of the proposed research

Captured video has to undergo 3 step process. In preprocessing step, after removal of unwanted noise, ROI is selected using Haar cascade algorithm. Haar cascade algorithms are used in computer vision and image processing applications. It is used with OpenCV library. One of its benefits is seed. It is used in preprocessing for selecting the Region of Interest (ROI). The selected ROI is magnified using EVM by applying spatial filtering, temporal filtering and amplification. The change in the skin color caused due to affected blood circulation can be used to calculate heart rate [24]. The green color component of the skin color is used to calculate heart rate. It is stored in the database. Out of all videos, 4 videos got heart rate more than 85. Based on range of heart rate, dataset is labeled as 0(not depressed) and 1(depressed). Means 4 videos get label as 1 while remaining get label as 0. This labeled dataset is passed to ML algorithms Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest. The accuracy of SVM is 96% while accuracy of Decision Tree and Random Forest is 100%. The proposed model is trained for classification of the dataset as depressed or non-depressed person.

3.4 Algorithm
Table 1. Algorithm for the proposed model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>For each video Vi to Vn in the dataset, remove noise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Select region of interest (ROI) for each Vi in the dataset.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Apply spatial filtering, temporal filtering and amplification for each video Vi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>By extracting green color component of magnified video Vi, calculate heart rate (HRi).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>If HRi&gt;85 then label as 1 (depressed). Otherwise label as 0 (non-depressed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Repeat steps 2 to 5 till Vn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Split the dataset as training 70% and testing 30%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Apply decision tree, SVM and random forest on above dataset.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Evaluate each algorithm using performance metrics like accuracy, precision, recall and errors like Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Plot confusion matrix and classification report.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Output:
Classification as depressed or non-depressed

3.5 Experimental results

Figure 3. Sample heart rate for some videos from dataset

Using algorithm stated in Table 1, for each video heart rate is calculated and its plot is as shown in Figure 3.

Green color indicates that heart rate is in normal range while red color indicates heart rate crossing 85. The dendrogram is plotted based on heart rate obtained in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Dendrogram based on heart rate

Figure 5. Depression label based on heart rate

The obtained dataset of heart rate is labeled based on range as 0 or 1 as shown in Figure 5. Label 1 is given if heart rate is more than 85 indicating depressed, otherwise label 0 is given indicating not depressed.

The labeled dataset is split into 70% and 30% used for training and testing respectively. The ML algorithms used for classification are decision tree, SVM and Random Forest. The performance of these algorithms is evaluated based on metrics as shown in Table 2.

Using the metrics given in Table 2, the performance of all 3 algorithms is as shown in Figure 6, which also includes confusion matrix and classification report. Part1 of the figure shows results of decision tree algorithm application and part2 shows results for SVM while part3 shows results for random forest.

Table 2. Performance metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.No.</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>TP+TN/T+TN+FP+FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>TP/TP+FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>TP/TP+FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>F1-score</td>
<td>2<em>precision</em>recall/precision+recall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TP: True Positive  TN: True Negative  FP: False Positive  FN: False Negative
4. COMPARATIVE STUDY

When achieved results are compared with related work carried out before, for the same research, it is observed that accuracy ranges from 51% to 85.7%. While accuracy obtained from proposed model is 96.42% to 100%. The comparison can be observed in Table 3. The features used for classification are different. Some have used full face while others have used partial areas like eyes. The facial dynamics is also observed for emotion recognition. The different Machine Learning algorithms used are SVM, Logistics regression, K Means, K Nearest neighbor and Neural Network.

Each author has used single algorithm for predicting depression. Authors has used available secondary dataset.

Alghowinem et al. [25] has used 2 secondary datasets Pittsburgh and AVEC’14. ROI is eyes as well as full face. Author applied SVM algorithm and obtained accuracy of 85.7%. Zhou et al. [26] has applied Logistic Regression on Rochester dataset with ROI as eyes and got accuracy of 75.6%. Maddage et al. [27] and Ooi et al. [28, 29] used ORI and ORYGEN dataset with accuracy of 75.6% and 51% respectively. Yang et al. [30] has used audio dataset CHI-MEI and obtained accuracies ranging from 53.85 to 65.38%. Authors Hasani et al. [31], Joshi et al. [32], Saad et al. [33] and Shahar and Hel-Or [34] has applied Machine Learning and Deep Learning algorithms and achieved accuracy of 68.5 to 80%. Proposed model has tried to build model on primary dataset. The model uses 3 machine learning algorithms and obtained accuracy of 96.42%.

Table 3. Comparative study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Author [Year]</th>
<th>Inputs Used</th>
<th>Classification Algorithm</th>
<th>Reported Accuracy(percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh+AVEC’14</td>
<td>Alghowinem et al. [25]</td>
<td>Eyes, Full Face</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochester</td>
<td>Zhou et al. [26]</td>
<td>Full Face, Eyes</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORI</td>
<td>Maddage et al. [27]</td>
<td>Full Face</td>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>75.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORYGEN</td>
<td>Ooi et al. [28, 29]</td>
<td>Full Face</td>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHI-MEI</td>
<td>Yang et al. [30]</td>
<td>AU, Audio, AU</td>
<td>CHMM</td>
<td>65.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AffectNet</td>
<td>Hasani et al. [31]</td>
<td>Facial Expression recognition</td>
<td>Deep Learning</td>
<td>68.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FER2013</td>
<td>Joshi et al. [32]</td>
<td>Facial dynamics</td>
<td>K-Means</td>
<td>71.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Dog</td>
<td>Saad et al. [33]</td>
<td>Polysomnograms-a type of sleep study</td>
<td>heart rate profiling algorithm based on Machine Learning</td>
<td>76.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSRRandMASS</td>
<td>Shahar and Hel-Or [34]</td>
<td>color change during micro emotion expression</td>
<td>LSTM NN</td>
<td>79.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASME</td>
<td>This research (Real time dataset)</td>
<td>HR-Color change in facial videos</td>
<td>Decision Tree SVM Random Forest</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Performance of machine learning algorithms
The accuracy obtained using different datasets of comparative study is plotted in the Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Comparative analysis of different datasets and proposed system](image)

**Figure 7.** Comparative analysis of different datasets and proposed system

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Medical study has identified link between depression and heart rate. The link helps for diagnosis of mental health issues. Clinically heart rate is calculated using ECG. Which needs complete cooperation from patient. Hence in this study without physical contact heart rate is calculated. In the proposed research, primary dataset is developed and used for research. The research has been carried out to form the questionnaires required for depression assessment. These are used during face-to-face interview process for the person who is doubtful for risk of depression. During interview video is captured and used for prediction as input. The captured video is magnified using EVM algorithm and heart rate is calculated. The heart rate act as useful biomarker to predict the risk of depression. The prediction accuracy ranges from 96.42 to 100%. Hence the proposed model is the most accurate model which can be used for healthcare applications for monitoring mental health of individual.

In future the work can be extended for larger dataset containing large population like college students. The diverse populations can be used to assess its generalizability. Recent algorithms like deep learning can be applied for larger dataset. To apply deep learning algorithm on larger video dataset, model need to be implemented on GPU.

Overall, our proposed method has the potential to contribute to the development of more accurate and efficient tools for predicting the risk depression using biomarker heart rate.
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